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With the growing maturity of operating system of smart phone and the high 
speed development of phone manufacturing, the smart phone has become the daily 
necessities. Because more and more people tend to use the smart phone for working 
or entertainment, the smart phone is stored within a large number of personal 
information, such as SMS, contacts and photos. Once the smart phone is lost, the 
information in it may be used by others for cramming. So the information safety issue 
is worthy of study. 
First of all, the paper introduces the system’s research background. Then by 
presenting the situation of information safety related to the system, the paper gets the 
overall goal of the project. Secondly, the paper introduces some relevant technical 
which including the architecture of iOS, programming knowledge and the 
characteristics of programming with jail broken iPhone. Thirdly, it summarizes the 
main objectives of the whole system to be achieved, and elaborated on the general 
framework and system design. On the basis of correct comprehension about each 
module’s function and the relationship among them, the paper introduces the 
implementation of system. Lastly, it shows the testing result of all function. The 
system provides three core functions :（1）Monitoring function. Once the SIM card in 
iPhone is replaced, the system will send the number of new SIM card to the security 
phone with SMS;（2）Remote controlling. By sending short message with a specific 
format, user could control the iPhone to execute a series of action；（3）Instruction 
execution. Through different commands, iPhone could execute corresponding 
function, such as locking screen, automatic alarm, backing up private information and 
so on. 
By testing, the system show more extensive function than Find My iPhone. It not 
only protects the private information, but also leads the iPhone back to its origin 
owner. 
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墙。网络层防火墙工作在 OSI 七层模型中的传输层和网络层，根据 IP 数据包属
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